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For your respones... religion aside.
Posted by jaysoto - 12 Sep 2010 07:21

_____________________________________

&quot;for the cause of Jesus...&quot;

Social and cultural progress lags way behind advances in science and technology. Increasingly, our
social systems are becoming empty shells that will eventually collapse once our belief in them
evaporates.

&quot;Our world has survived change in startling ways. Amazing things have occurred.&quot;

The last century has seen the human race make great strides in science and technology. We have
walked on the moon, eradicated some of the most deadly diseases, and we even like to think that we
unleashed the power of the atom. Yet, culturally we are in many ways still living in the Middle Ages, and
in the case of business, we are still in the 19th century. It is a reflection of the control those in power
have over our collective consciousness, whenever someone dares suggest ways to perfect our
political/social/and economic systems, the &quot;they&quot;, in power, descend on the
&quot;those&quot; who dare, and are dismissed as hopeless idealists, or simply nuts.

I believe the world is changing and so, mankind is changing. We are a part of a greater plan that was set
into motion even before our God thought it, and then spoke it into existence. We are in an amazing
trajectory with Jesus Christ/God Himself, that we BELIEVERS call when spoken, The Word (God, Jesus
Christ,The Holy Spirit...The Trinity) Oh, things are going to change, we will be changed in a moment, in a
twinkling of an eye... and so, we wait as we were told to do, and to share the good news with all who so
ever will... the always possible, the redemptive power of Jesus Who took the power away from death, sin
and its promoter, satan .

When social or political systems are empty shells in the hands of evil; they will collapse quickly, just as
the walls of Jericho. The only thing that supports our present reality is our belief in it. We can hasten the
destruction of this reality and undermine the antiquated immoral values and institutions which prop it up
by leading the masses to the only Truth that really matters, and He is Jesus. (The Way, the Truth, the
Light and the Life)

One day generations will stumble through the rubble of the old sinful world, that was, during the
millennial rule of Jesus, to study how we transformed ourselves into moving foreword toward the future
in a new time line. As decline advances at the speed of The Light/Jesus, new forms come into focus-the
outline of not a new world order, but the world pressed into order by the millennial reign of Jesus. Then,
as the old becomes new, we will see the new heaven and the new earth, spoken of in scriptures, take
form as the prophet foretold thousands of years in our past.
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Yet, some institutions seem stronger than ever: National Governments, Local Governments, and on our
Utopian way to a multinational world order. Believers know the signs of the times, and the signs in the
skies and the sign told of in the scriptures, as even, Jesus foretold of Himself and His coming.

Man and their religion, lack the Truth. We seem destined to survive, at least in the darkness, in some
form. But, what form, and at what cost. We must struggle as we always have to find the Truth which
should already be in us; to transform ourselves into something that Jesus spoke of... If you have seen
Me, than you have seen My Father...

Jesus said that he was going to sit at the right hand of the Father... that we should wait in Jerusalem,
and that the comforter would come... the Holy Spirit has been more than a comforter. He has guided
Jesus' believers through the ages with the Truth, Jesus Himself. We have asked through the passage of
time for the Truth and only in this age have we clearly seen that the Truth is in us, Jesus. Promote
human dignity rather than Jesus, and it is a faults doctrine, promote the enrichment of lives, without
Jesus, it is a faults life.

He will not recognize you as one of His believers and your sentence for sin is death. His are those whom
He empowers to share the good news, and will be saved for His name sake. Once we truly believe that
Jesus is the Truth, then He will empower our lives with His Holy Spirit, then &quot;things&quot; will
change according to His Word, and not acted upon out of our own utopian dreams, we will find there is
no limit to our spiritual potential.

We will live for Christ when we dare to exchange the devils lies for the Truth of our Lord, our sacrificial
lamb, and our resurrected Savior Jesus Christ. Our destiny is in Him and Him alone.

In 1776, we think today, that our founding fathers came and created this America, but to create this
system of governance we relied on God's Word to lead. To lead leaders that were prepared by God
Himself, and the scriptures that are quoted in our founding documents. No one man has done this. But,
&quot;for the cause of Jesus&quot; America is, and God's plan is on schedule, for God holds time in His
hand.

I'm back, Ive won my battles with my enemies...
============================================================================
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